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Weed Ratings: 
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unweeded check). Visual ratings are on a 1 to 10 scale with 1 -no weed 
control and 10 = complete weed control. 
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Statistical Analysis: 
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*Experimental compound, name of manufacturer 
is listed in place of trade name. 
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1985 Rainfall - Lane Aveunue Farm, Columbus 
Day April May June July August September October 
1 .40 .9 
2 2.00 1.36 
3 .50 .09 .86 
4 
5 .03 




10 .20 .15 
11 
12 .86 
13 .06 .22 
14 .05 .15 
15 .7 1.65 
16 .24 .40 
17 .42 .30 
18 .08 
19 .05 .01 
20 .40 
21 











TOTAL .09 5.67 1.98 6.17 .92 .5 .9 
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1985 Rainfall - Vegetable Crops Branch, Fremont 
Day April May June July 
1 .42 .16 
2 .20 .29 
3 
4 .11 
5 .53 .01 
6 .02 
7 .06 






14 .11 .01 .73 
15 .02 .36 .31 
16 .76 .05 















TOTAL .96 3.63 1.96 2.69 
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1985 Rainfall - Celeryville 
Day May June July August September 
1 
2 .8 .6 












15 .5 .4 
16 .55 .3 .75 
17 .55 .2 












30 • 75 
31 1.1 
TOTAL 5.0 2.87 3.3 4.25 
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TITLI: SKAPBBAKS/CBLORANBIK STUDY 
LOCATIOB: Colu.bua 
PBRSOKKBL: S.F.Goraki • G.Myera 
PLOT IKFORMATIOK 
A.) Soil T~pe: 
8.) Yarietyz 
Brookatoa Silty Cla~ Loaa, 2• O.M.,Ph 6.0 
Teadercrop 
C.) Date Plaated: 
D.) Date BarYeatedz 
B.) Plot Size: 
r.) Ratiag Date: 
G.) Plot Deai.a: 
Ma~ 8 
J'uly 5 
5 :ft. by 25 :ft. 
J'uae 14 
RCB with 3 repa 
BBRBICIDI APPLICATIOK DATA 
A.) Date: 
B.) Type: 
C.) Soil Moiature, Sur:f: 














BBRBICIDB APPLICATIOK BQUIPMIKT 




Kozzle Spaciag: 18 iD. 
Bei.ht: 18 ia. 
IKCORPORATIOK IQUIPMIKT: Roto Tiller aet to 2 iDchea. 
COMMBKTS: There waa ao appareat ph~totoxicit~ froa aay of the treataenta. 
Bowe•er beaD yield• were aoaetiaea •i•Di:ficantl~ lower 
thaD the weeded check. It appeared that the herbicide 
treated plaata were 1 or 2 da~• •lowed iD their growth 
thaa the coatrol. Yield• would ha•e probably beaD aiailar 
had harYeatiag baeD delayed. Metolachlor waa needed to 




HERBICIDE RATE GROWTH YIELD 
NAME FORM #ai/A STAGE HAGA BLNS COPU VEMA BYGR (1bs) 
======================================================================== 
WEEDY 6.0 0.7 4.0 0.7 0.7 10.4 
WEEDED 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.0 
CHLORAMBEN D0.75 2.25 PPI 4.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.8 
CHLORAMBEN D0.75 2.25 PRE 3.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.7 
CHLORAMBEN D0.75 2.25 PPI 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.5 
METOLACHLOR E8.0 2.0 PPI 
CHLORAMBEN D0.75 2.25 PRE 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 13. 1 
METOLACHLOR E8.0 2.0 PRE 
CHLORAMBEN D0.75 2.25 PPI 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 10.8 
METOLACHLOR E8.0 1.0 PPI 
CHLORAMBEN D0.75 2.25 PRE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.2 
METOLACHLOR E8.0 1.0 PRE 
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (. 05) = 2.0 0.6 2.2 0.7 0.7 4.3 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.1 0.3 1.2 0.4 0.4 2.4 
COEFF. OF VARIABILITY = 55.65 177.6 254.9 265.9 489.8 20.2 
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TITLE: CABBAGE POSTBMBRGBNCB WBBD CONTROL 
LOCATION: Fre•ont 
PBRSONNBL: S.F.Gorski & C.Willer 
PLOT INFORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
Sandy Loa•, 3- O.M. 
King Cole 
C.) Date Planted: May 16 
D.) Date Harvested: August 13 
B.) Plot Size: 
F.) Rating Date: 
3 ft. by 30 ft. 
June 17 
G.) Plot Design: RCB with 4 reps 
HBRBICIDB APPLICATION DATA 
A.) Date: 
B.) Type: 
C.) Soil Moisture, Surf: 















HBRBICIDB APPLICATION BQUIPMBNT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 









COMMENTS: Weed pressure was too light and spotty to rate. Therefore 
this should be considered a cabbage phyto study only. 
There was no visible phytotoxic effects to the cabbage 
and yields _... acceptable. 
vJIU 
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CABBAGE POSTEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL 
HERBICIDE 
NAME FORM 
RATE NUMBER YIELD 


























p 1. 00 
E1.50 0.20 









p 1. 00 
E3.0 0.15 
p 1. 00 
E3.0 0.30 
p 1. 00 
E4.0 0.38 
p 1. 00 
E4.0 0.25 
p 1.00 
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 
































TITLE: CABBAGE PREEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL 
LOCATION: Fre•ont 
PERSONNEL: S.F.Gorski & C.Willer 
PLOT INFORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
Sandy Loa•, 3~ O.M. 
King Cole 
C.) Date Planted: May 16 
D.) Date Harvested: August 13 
E.) Plot Size: 
F.) Rating Date: 
3 ft. by 30 ft. 
June 6 
G.) Plot Design: RCB with 4 reps 
HERBICIDE APPLICATION DATA 
A.) Date: 
B.) Type: 
C.) Soil Moisture, Surf: 





F.) Growth Stage, Crop: 
Weed: 
May 16 







HERBICIDE APPLICATION EQUIPMENT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 
Height: 18 in. 
INCORPORATION EQUIPMENT: Rototiller cutting 2 in. 
COMMENTS: Weed pressure was extre•ely light in this field. Therefore 
weed data was not obtained. Plant counts were taken before 
the cabbage was blocked and represent the effect that the 
herbicide had on cabbage ger•ination. Napropa•ide had a 
negative effect on cabbage ger•ination. Chlora•ben was 
co•pletely phytotoxic. The addition of carbon and ver•iculite 
as an anticrustant/protection syste• significantly increased 
cabbage ger•ination. This response was probably due to both 
syste•s. These plants were also approx. 40~ larger than the 
untreated control. Various a•ounts of stunting was present 
fro• the treat•ents. However due to the length of the 
growing season •ost plants were able to recover and produce 
acceptable yields. 
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FORM #ai/A STAGE 
PLANTl % HEAD YIELD 




METOLACHLOR E8.0 2.0 
METOLACHLOR + E8.0 2.0 
CARBON/VERMICULITE 
DCPA W0.75 6.0 
DCPA W0.75 8.0 
METOLACHLOR E8.0 1.0 
DCPA W0.75 6.0 
NAPROPAMIDE W0.50 2.0 
NAPROPAMIDE W0.50 1.0 
DCPA W0.75 6.0 
CHLORAMBEN D0.75 2.7 
CHLORAMBEN D0.75 2.7 
DCPA W0.75 6.0 
DCPA W0.75 8.0 
TRIFLURALIN E4.0 1.0 
DIETHATYL ETHYL E4.0 2.0 
DIETHATYL ETHYL E4.0 4.0 
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 




























































1 P1ant stand is taken at 2 leaf stage and is for 30 feet of row. 
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TITLB: CARROT PRBBNBRGBNCB WBBD CONTROL 
LOCATION: Celer~ville 
PBBSONNBL: S.F.Gorski • R.Hasaell 
PLOT INFORNATIOII 
A.) Soil T~pe: 
B.) Yariet~: 
Carlisle Muck, 75• O.N.,pH 5.3 
Scarlet Nantes 
C.) Date Planted: Nay 22 
D.) Date Harvested: .Jul~ 16 
B.) Plot Size: 
r.) Bating Date: 3 rows 16 in. apart on beds 5 ft. by 18 ft. .June 11 
G.) Plot Design: BCB with 4 reps 
HBRBICIDB APPLICATION DATA 
A.) Date: 
B.) T~pe: 
C.) Soil Moisture, Surf: 














BBBBICIDB APPLICATION BQUIPNBNT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 
Height: 18 in. 
COMMBNTS: Herbicides were not irrigated in and rainfall did not 
occur for several da~•· Weed control waa therefore not 
opti•u. since the herbicide was on the soil surface. 
If the herbicides had been irrigated into the zone of weed 
seed ger•ination weed control would have •uch •ore acceptable. 
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CAHUOT PREEMEUGENCE WEED CONTROL 
-------~~~~.L~Q!Hf!'~-~~~L~R!._~:f.!. ____ 
HERBICIDE HATE YIELD 
NAME FORM #ai/A CllGR RRPW COPU HAGA LTSW (1bs) 
======================================================================= 
WEEDY 6.7 6.0 6.7 4.7 3.0 0.00 
WEEDED O.Q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.97 
FLUOHOCHLORIDONE E2.0 0.38 6.3 6.0 2.7 0.3 2.7 16.40 
FLUOROCHLORIDONE E2.0 0.50 4.7 2.3 4.3 0.7 2.7 16.33 
I 
...... FLUOROCHLORIDONE E2.0 0.75 5.0 1.7 0.7 0.0 2.0 18.60 
..j::a. 
I 
FLUOROCHLORIDONE E2.0 1.0 2.7 1.3 2.3 0.0 2.7 18.13 
DIE'fHATYL ETHYL E4.0 4.0 3.0 0.7 2.7 0.0 4.0 17.13 
DIHTHATYL ETHYL E4.0 6.0 0.3 1.0 1.3 0.0 2.0 17.73 
DIETHATYL RTIIYL E4.0 8.0 1.0 0.3 1.3 0.0 0.3 17.53 
CHLORAMBEN D0.75 1.0 2.0 2.3 0.7 1.3 2.0 17.77 
CHLOHAMBEN D0.75 2.0 1.3 1.7 0.7 3.3 0.7 15.60 
L.S.D. (.05) = 3.62 3.63 2.48 2.34 3.35 2.74 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 2.13 2.13 l. 46 l. 38 1. 97 l. 61 
COHFF. OF' VARIABILITY = 70.92 100.30 68.66 146.30 98.43 10.21 
TITLI: POSTIMIRGI.OI WilD CO.TROL 1• CILIRY 
LOCATIOX: Celeryville 
PIRSO •• IL: S.F.Goraki • R.Baaaell 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
C.) Date Planted: 
Carlisle Muck, 75• O.M., pB 5.6 
Utah 6270 R laproved 
Transplanted May 22 
D.) Date Barveated: 
1.) Plot Size: 
August 7 
5 ~t. by 18 ft. 
.July 16 F.) Rating Date: 
G.) Plot Design: RCB with 3 reps 
BBRBICIDI APPLICATIOX DATA 
A.) Date: May 22 
B.) Type: Pre 
c.) Soil Moisture, Surf: Moist 
D.) Soil 'l'eap (31a.): 
I.) Weather 
Wind (MPB): Cal• 
Cloud Cover: Cloud)' 
Air 'l'e•p: 65 
r.) Growth Stage, Crop: 3-6 ia. 
Weed: Pre 
BIBBICIDI APPLICA'I'IO• IQUIPMBXT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 









COMMBMTS: 'l'hia waa a celery phyto study only. There was no visible 
iajury to the celer)' or )'ield reductioaa. 
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E0.8 0.13 POST 
P 1.00 POST 
E0.8 0.25 POST 




CLO~ROPOSYDIM E2.0 0.05 POST 26.2 
C.O.C. P 1.00 POST 
CLOPROPOSYDIM E2.0 0.15 POST 28.2 
C.O.C. P 1.00 POST 
CLOPROPOSYDIM E2.0 0.30 POST 24.8 



















E4.0 0.25 POST 
P 1.00 POST 
E4.0 0.38 POST 
P 1.00 POST 
E1.5 0.20 POST 
P 1.00 POST 
E1.0 0.13 POST 
P 1.00 POST 
E1.0 .156 POST 
P 1.00 POST 
E1.0 .188 POST 
P 1.00 POST 
E4.0 0.25 POST 








LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 5.4 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3.2 
COEFF. OF VARIABILITY = 12.5 
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TITLB: CBLBRY PRBBMBRGBHCB WBBD COHTROL 
LOCATIO•: Oeler7ville 
PBRSOHHBL: S.r.Goraki • R.Baaaell 
PLOT HfFOIDIATIOH 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
C.) Date Planted: 
D.) Date Harvested: 
Carlisle Muck, 75• O.M. 
Utah 5270 R Iaproved 
Transplanted May 22 
August 7 
H.) Plot Size: 
r.) Rating Date: 
5 ft. by 18 ft. 
July 2 
G.) Plot Design: RCB with 4 reps 
HBRBICIDB APPLICATIOH DATA 
A.) Date: 
B.) Type: 
C.) Soil Moisture, Surf: 














BBRBICIDB APPLICATIOK BQUIPMBHT 




Mozzle Spacing: 18 in. 
Height: 18 in. 
pH 5.6 
CONMBHTS: Diethatyl Bthyl caused alight stunting to the celery. At 
the June 11 ratiag 6-16* atuntiag was obvious with the 
various rates. Yields did not show a reduction. 
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CELERY PREEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL 
HERBICIDE RATE Counts :Eer sg. ft. YIELD 
NAME FORM #ai/A LACG COLQ COPU (lbs) 
=========================================================== 
WEEDY 1.3 0.5 7.0 32.0 
WEEDED 0.0 0.0 0.0 33.0 
DIETHATYL ETHYL E4.0 4.0 0.8 0.5 5.3 30.7 
DIETHATYL ETHYL E4.0 6.0 0.0 1.0 4.8 30.5 
DIETHATYL ETHYL E4.0 8.0 0.5 1.8 3.5 29.3 
CHLORAMBEN D0.75 1.0 0.3 0.5 2.3 31.2 
CHLORAMBEN D0.75 2.0 1.0 0.3 2.0 31.3 
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 1.7 1.1 3.2 4.3 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.1 0.78 2.1 2.9 
COEFF. OF VARIABILITY = 220.6 121.2 61.4 9.4 
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A.) Soil 'l'ype: 
B.) Yariety: 
Brookston Silty Clay Loaa, 2- O.N., pB 6.0 
Marketaore 76 
C.) Date Planted: 
D.) Date Harvested: 
B.) Plot Size: 
F.) Rating Date: 




c.) Soil Moisture, 
Nay 30 
July 23 - Aucust 8 
5 :tt. by 50 :tt. 
June 27 
RCB with 4 reps 
DATA 
Nay 30 June 
Pre Post 
Surf: Moderate Dry 
D.) Soil Teap (3in.): 
B.) Weather 
Wind (NPB) s Cala Cala 
18 
Cloud Cover: Sunny Partl,. 
Air Teap: 75 
F.) Growth Stage, Crop: Pre 
Weed: Pre 
BBRBICIDB APPLICATION BQUIPMBNT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 






INCORPORATION BQUIPNBNT: Irrigation (0.5 in) :tor the granular :toraulation. 
COMMBNTB: There was no visible phytotoxicitJ' to the cucuabers froa 
either o:t the treataents. Weed data was not obtained as 

















LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. 
STANDARD DEVIATION 















~I~LK: BKDIVK ~OLKBAKCB ~0 FLUAZIFOP BU~YL 
LOCATION: Celeryville 
PERSONNEL: S.F.Gorski • B.Haaaell 
PLO~ INFORMATION 
A.) Soil ~ype: 
B.) Variety: 
Carlisle Muck, 76• O.N., pB 6.6 
Florida Deep Heart 
C.) Date Plaated: Nay 22 
D.) Date Harvested: .July 28 
B.) Plot Size: 
r.) Ratiag Date: 3 rows 16 ia. apart oa beds 6 ft. by 18 ft. J'uae 24 
G.) Plot Desiga: RCB with 4 reps 
HBBBICIDB APPLICA~ION DA~A 
A.) Date: J'uae 13 
B.) ~ype: Post 
C.) Soil Moisture, Surf: Dry 
D.) Soil ~eap (3ia.): 
B.) Weather 
Wiad (MPH): Cal• 
Cloud Cover: Cloudy 
Air Teap: 66 
r.) Growth Stage, Crop: 6-8 leaf 
Weed: 2-4 leaf 
HBRBICIDI APPLICATION IQUIPJIBNT 




•ozzle Spaciag: 18 ia. 









COMMENTS: Annual grasses were killed by tile herbicide applicatioaa. 

















FLUAZIFOP-BU'fYL El. 00 
c.o.c. 
I!'LUAZH'OP--DUTYL El. 00 
c.o.c. 
FLUAZ U'OP-BU'fY L El. 00 
c.o.c. 
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. 
STANDARD DEVIATION 






















D. B. H. 
D. D. H. 


















A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
C.) Date Planted: 
D.) Date Harvested: 
E.) Plot Size: 
F.) Rating Date: 
G.) Plot Design: 




3 rows 16 in. apart on beds 5 ft. by 18 ft. 
June ll 
RCB with 4 reps 
HERBICIDE APPLICATION bATA 
A.) Da.te: 
B.) 'l'ype: 




D.) Soil Temp (3in.): 
E.) Weather 
Wind (MPH): Calm 
Cloud Cover: Cloudy 
Air Temp: 

















COMMENTS: One half inch of irrigation was applied to this experiment 
immediately after the treatments were applied. This attributed 
to the improved weed control over previous years. Chloramben 
provided the best weed control of all compounds tested. Lettuce 
injury was in the form of plant stunting (chloramhen) and 
non emergence (diethatyl ethyl). Lettuce injured by chloramben 








LETTUCE PREEMERGENCB WEED CONTROL 
RATE -----------~~~~-~Q~~!~-~~H-~9~-ri~-----------
































DIBTBATYL ETHYL E4.00 4.00 
DIRTHATYL ETHYL R4.00 6.00 
DIETHATYL ETHYL E4.00 8.00 
L.S.D. (.05) = 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 



















































































































































TITLE: POSTEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL IN LETTUCE 
LOCATION: Celeryville 
PERSONNEL: S.F.Gorski & R.Hassell 
PLOT INFORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
Carlisle Muck, 75% O.M., pH 5.6 
Bibb 
C.) Date Planted: May 22 
D.) Date Harvested: July 16 
E.) Plot Size: 
F.) Rating Date: 
3 rows 16 in. apart on beds 5 ft. by 18 ft. 
July 2 
G.) Plot Design: RCB with 3 reps 
HERBICIDE APPLICATION DATA 
A.) Date: May 11 June 21 
B.) Type: Pre Post 
C.) Soil Moisture, Surf: Moist Moderate 
D.) Soil Temp (3in.): 
E.) Weather 
Wind (MPH): Calm 5 
Cloud Cover: Cloudy Clear 
Air Temp: 65 75 
F.) Growth Stage, Crop: Preemergence 
u- 10 leaf 
Weed: Preemergence 














COMMENTS: A preemergenr;e application of thiobencarh at 4 lhs. ai/A was 
made to the entire plot. Weed pressure in the experimental 
area was moderate with approximately 60 annual grasses 
per plot. Fall Panicum represented 90% of the population 
while IJarry Crabgrass and Barnyardgrass each represented 
5%. Lettuce was not injured by any of the treatments. 
Annual p,rass jnjury and death varied with the herbicide 
rate and grass species. Lovegrass seemed particularly hard 
to control. 
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POSTHMKJlGHNCH WKHD CONTROL IN LKT'J'UCK 
___ f~~!Q!Q~!~!!~_HA!!~g~ 1 
---
HKRBICIDK RATE YIELD 
NAM.I( FORM #ai/A )'AI' A JIYGH LOGO LR1'TUCK (lbs) 
===============~===============================================;=== 
CONTROL 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 14.93 
DPX-Y-6202 ~0.8 0.13 1.0 1.0 2.0 10.0 15.50 
c.o.c. p 1.00 
DPX-Y-6202 E0.8 0.25 1.0 1.0 1.7 10.0 14.27 
c.o.c. p 1.00 
BAS51702 .1(1.67 0.10 1.0 1.0 2.0 10.0 16.13 
c.o.c. p 1.00 
BAS51702 IU.67 0.20 1.3 1.3 4.3 IO.O 16.37 
c.o.c. p l. 00 
JIAS51702 H1.67 0.50 1.0 1.0 1.7 10.0 12.20 
c.o.c. p 1.00 
BAS51702 E1.67 0.50 1.0 1.0 1.3 10.0 15.53 
CLORPROPOSYDIM E2.0 0.03 4.3 4.3 8.3 10.0 15.23 
c.o.c. p 1.00 
CLORPRJ>OSYDIM K2.Q. 0.10 2.3 2.3 8.3 10.0 15.93 
c.o.c. -p 1. 00 
CLOilPHOPOSYDIM K2.0 0.20 1.0 1.0 6.3 10.0 14.70 
c.o.c. p 1. 00 
SC-1084 E4 .""0 0.25 2.7 2.7 6.7 10.0 15.37 
c.o.c. p 1.00 
SC-1084 E4.0 0.38 1.3 1.3 3.7 10.0 15.47 
c.o.c. p 1. 00 
SE'fHOXYDIM .10 .5 0.20 1.3 1.3 5.0 10.0 14.83 
c.o.c. p r.oo 
FLUAZU'OP-BUTYL Kl. 0 0.13 1.3 1.3 5.3 10.0 13.53 
c.o.c. p 1.00 
FLUAZIFOP-BUTYL Kl.O .156 2.7 2.7 4.3 10.0 16.00 
c.o.c. p 1. 00 
Ji'LliAZH'OP-BUTYL Hl.O .188 1.3 1.3 6.0 10.0 14.77 
c.o.c. p 1. 00 
FJ.UAZ 1 •·op-n UTYL K4.0 0.25 2.0 2.0 8.0 10.0 16.67 
c.o.c. p l. 00 
J.RAST SJGNH'ICANT DIFF. (.05)= 
2. ]8 2.18 2.52 0.0 3.73 
STANDARD DRVIATION : 
1.31 1". 31 1. 5) o.o 2.24 
CORH. OF VARIABILITY : 
60.66 60.66 30.25 o.o 14.77 
1) PHYTOTOXICITY R~TINGS ARK ON A 1 TO JO SCALE WITH 1 = COMPLRTR PJ.ANT 
DKATU ANP JO = NO PLANT JNJnllY 
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TITLR: MUSKMRLON /CHLORAMBRN RBSIDUB STUDY 
LOCATION: Coluabus 
PBRSONNRL: S.F.Gorski & G.Myers 
PLOT INFORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
Brookston Silty Clay Loan 2~ O.M., pH 6.0 
Gold Star 
C.) Date Planted: May 30 
D.) Date Harvested: 
B.) Plot Size: 
August 26 - Septeaber 6 
5 ft. by 50 ft. 
F.) Rating Date: .June 27 
G.) Plot Design: RCB with 4 reps 
HBRBICIDB APPLICATION DATA 
A.) Date: 
B.) Type: 
C.) Soil Moisture, Surf: 









Air Teap: 75 
F.) Growth Stage, Crop: Pre 
Weed: Pre 
HBRBICIDR APPLICATION BQUIPMBNT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 







1 true leaf 
None 
COMMBNTS: There was no visible phytotoxicity to the auskaelons from 
either of the treataents. Weed data was not obtained as 
this was a relatively weed free field. 
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MUSKMELON/CHLORAMBEN RESIDUE STUDY 
Herbicide Form Rate Growth Number of Yield 
Name # ai/A Stage Melons ( 1 bs) 
Chloramben D0.75 2.7 Pre 54.3 176.5 
Carbon 
Chloramben GO.lO 3.0 Post 46.5 145.9 
Control 49.0 145.0 
Least Significant Diff. (.05) = 13.3 53.6 
Standard Deviation = 7.7 30.9 
Coeff. of Variability = 15.4 19.8 
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7I7LB: PABSLIY WilD CONYROL 
LOCATio•: Celeryville 
PBRSONNKL: s.r.Ooraki & R.Raaaell 
PLOY INfORMAYION 
A.) Soil Yype: 
1.) Variety: 
Carliale Muck, 76* O.M., pH 6.6 
roreat Oreea 
0.) Date Planted: May 22 
D.) Date Rarveatedz 
B.) Plot Size: 
.July 16 
3 rows 16 in. apart on bed• 6 ft. by 18 ft. 
June 11 r.) Rating Date: 
0.) Plot Deaip: ROB with 4 repa 
BIRIIOIDI APPLICAYION DATA 
.. ) Date: May 22 June 11 
1.) Types Pre Poat 
c.) Soil Moiature, Surf: Moiat Dry 
D.) Boil Te•p (3in.): 
I.) Weather 
Wind (MPH): Cal• 3 MPH 
Cloud Cover: Cloudy Cloudy 
Air Te•p: 66 65 
r.) Growth Stafe, Crop: Pree•ergence 
2-3 in. tall 
Weedz Pree•ergence 
BIRIICIDI APPLICATION IQUIPMKNT 




Noazle Spacing: 18 in. 
Height: 18 in. 
OOMMBN78: Reduced growth waa noted with MON 097 (10-25 *),diethatyl 
ethyl (10-20 *>• fluorochloridone (10-20 •>. and •etolachlor (10-20*)· 
Plante aoon outgrew thia early injury and ahowed no reduction• 
in yield. Weed control waa variable depeadin' oa the weed 
apeciea and herbicide. Maay herbicide• provided acceptable weed 
control. MON 097, cblor .. bea, •etolachlor, aad diethatrl ethrl 
provided accoptable weed control aeveral weeka beyond the 
other herbicide treat•eata. Liauron poat application• were 



























































FLUOROCRLORIDONI 12.0 0.38 PRB 





WO, 60 l. 60 PHil 
W0.60 0.26 POS'l' 
W0.50 1.60 PRB 
W0.50 0.50 POS'l' 
DII'l'BA'l'YL l'l'RYL 14.0 6.0 PRI 







LBAS'l' SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 
STANDARD DBYIA'l'ION 



























PARSLEY WBID CONTROL 
WBID COUNTS Pll SO. FT. 







































































































































































TITLB: POSTBMBHGKNCB WKID CONTROL IN PICILIS 
LOCATION: Fre•ont 
PIRSONNKL: S.F.Gorski, & C.Willer 
PLOT INFORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
Sandy Loa., 3~ O.M. 
Carolina 
C.) Date Planted: June 4 
D.) Date Harvested: 
1.) Plot Size: 
July 22--Augu.t 1 
3 ft. by 30 ft. 
July 11 r.) Ratin& Date: 
G.) Plot Design: HCB with 3 reps 
BBRBICIDI APPLICATION DATA 
A.) Date: July 2 
B.) Type: Post 
c.) Soil Moisture, Surf: Moist 
D.) Soil 'fe•p (3in.): 
1.) Weather 
Wind (MPH): Cal• 
Cloud Cover: Cloudy 
Air 'fe•p: 70 
r.) Growth Stage, Crop: 3-4 true leaves 
Weed: Hairy Crabgrass 2-6 lvs. 
Fall Panicu. 2-10 lvs. 
Barnyardgraas 2-6 lvs 
BIRBICIDI APPLICATION BQUIPMBNT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 
Height: 18 in. 
COMMINTS: SC-1084,DPI-Y6202 and fluazifop-butyl (41C) all produced 
visible inJury to the pickle plants. InJury was in the for• 
of chlorosis, spotting, and stunting. Many of these 
treat•ents caused yield reductions. DPI-Y6202 was the •oat 
injurious.Weed control was excellent. Weed presaure was 
approxi•ately 6-8 grasses per square foot. The population 
was evenly divided between the species •entioned above. 
All annual grasses were controlled by all treat•ents. 
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POST8MBRGBNC8 WBBD CONTROL IN PICKLES 
H8RBICID8 
NAM8 
RAT8 GROWTH PICKLB YI8LD 










84.0 0.25 POST 
84.0 0.25 POST 
P 1.00 POST 
84.0 0.38 POST 
P 1.00 POST 
84.0 0.38 POST 
CLORPROPOSYDIM 82.0 0.15 POST 
C.O.C. P 1.00 POST 
CLORPROPOSYDIM 12.0 0.30 POST 






















80.8 0.06 POST 
P 1. 00 POST 
80.8 0.13 POST 
P 1.00 POST 
80.8 0.25 POST 
P 1.00 POST 
Bl. 67 0. 20 
p 1.00 
















81.0 0.19 POST 
P 1.00 POST 
84.0 0.25 POST 


















L8AST SIGNIFICANT DIFFBRBNCB {.05)= .9228 
STANDARD OBVIATION = .5535 





















lPhytotoxicity is rated on a 1-10 scale with 
10 = no inJury and 1 = plant death. 
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TITLB: POTATO PRBBMBRGBNCB WBBD CONTROL 
LOCATION: Columbus 
PBRSONNBL: S.F.Gorski & G.Myers 
PLOT INFORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
C.) Date Planted: 
D.) Date Harvested: 
B.) Plot Size: 
F.) Rating Date: 
G.) Plot Design: 




5 ft. by 25 ft. 
June 5 
RCB with 4 reps 
HBRBICIDB APPLICATION DATA 
A.) Date: 
B.) Type: 
C.) Soil Moisture, Surf: 





F.) Growth Stage, Crop: 
May 7 







HBRBICIOB APPLICATION BQUIPMBNT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 
Height: 18 in. 
INCORPORATION BQUIPMBNT: Rototiller cutting 2.5-3 inches deep 
COMMENTS: A alight leaf crinkling was observed on the first emerging 
potato leaves. This was not severe and not considered to 
be a problem. No other injury was observed from any of the 
treatments. BPTC did not control Galinsoga spp .. 
It was also weak on the other broadleaf spp .. 
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POTATO PREEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL 
YIELD TOTAL 
HERBICIDE RATE GROW. COUNTS PER SQ. FT. #1 YIELD 
NAME FORM #ai/A STAGE BYGR CRGR RRPW COLQ COPU HAGA (lbs) (lbs) 
=================================================================================== 
WEEDY 7.5 2.0 9.0 9.3 7.3 4.0 15.8 22.6 
WEEDED 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.5 35.3 
I METOLACHLOR E8.0 2.5 PRE 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 22.0 33.0 
w LAC TO FEN E2.0 0.25 .;:.. PRE 
I 
METOLACHLOR E8.0 2.5 PRE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.3 30.8 
PPG 1013 E0.25 0.15 PRE 
METOLACHLOR E8.0 2.0 PRE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.4 33.3 
FLUOROCHLORIDONE E2.0 0.38 PRE 
METOLACHLOR E8.0 2.0 PRE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.1 41.8 
FLUOROCHLORIDONE E2.0 0.5 PRE 
EPTC E7.0 4.0 PPI 0.8 0.3 2.8 8.5 1.5 6.0 22.9 34.1 
EPTC + R33685 E6.0 4.0 PPI 0.8 0.0 1.5 8.0 1.5 7.3 19.3 28.6 
L.S.D. (.05) = 0.8 0.5 2.7 5.1 2.2 1.9 10.9 11.2 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.5 0.3 1.8 3.4 1.5 1.3 7.5 7.6 
COEFF. OF VARIABILITY =48.5 126.4 111. 1 99.2 121.2 61.7 33.6 23.5 
TITLE: POTATO POSTBMBRGBNCB GRASS CONTROL WITH DPX-Y6202 
30 DAYS BBFORB HARYBST APPLICATION 
LOCATION: Columbus 
PBRSONNBL: S.F.Oorski & G.Myers 
PLOT INFORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
Brookston Silty Clay Loam, 2% O.M., pH 6.0 
Superior 
C.) Date Planted: May 7 
D.) Date Harvested: August 19 
B.) Plot Size: 5 ft. by 25 ft. 
August 2 F.) Rating Date: 
G.) Plot Design: RCB with 4 reps 
HBRBICIDB APPLICATION DATA 
A. ) Date: May 8 
B.) Type: Pre 
c. ) Soil Moiature, Surf: Moist 
D. ) Soil Teap (3in.): 
B. ) Weather 
Wind (MPH): Cal a 
Cloud Cover: Clear 
Air Teap: 75 
r. > Growth Stage, Crop: Pre 
Weed: Pre 
BBRBICIDB APPLICATION BQUIPMBNT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 









COMMENTS: This was a potato residue and phytotoxicity study. 
The plants had coapletely closed the rows and were actively 
growing. No visible injury waa observed with any of the 
rates applied. 
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POTATO POSTBMBRGBNCB GRASS CONTROL WITH DPX-Y6202 













LBAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.06)= 
STANDARD OBVIATION = 

















All herbicide treataenta recieved crop oil concentrate 
in conjunction with herbicide at a rate of 1' v/v. 
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TITLE: POTATO POSTEMERGENCE GRASS CONTROL 
60 DAYS BBFORB RARVBST APPLICATION 
LOCATION: Columbus 
PBRSONNBL: S.F.Gorski & G.Myer• 
PLOT INFORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
Brookston Silty Clay Loa•, 2~ O.M., pH 6.0 
Superior 
C.) Date Planted: April 29 
D.) Date Harvested: August 19 
B.) Plot Size: 5 ft. by 25 ft. 
June 26 F.) Rating Date: 
G.) Plot Design: RCB with 4 reps 
HBRBICIDB APPLICATION DATA 
A. ) Date: May 8 
B •) Type: Pre 
c. ) Soil Moisture, Surf: Moist 
D. ) Soil Temp (3in.): 
E. ) Weather 
Wind (MPH): Calm 
Cloud Cover: Clear 
Air Temp: 75 
r. ) Growth Stage, Crop: Pre 
Weed: Pre 
HBRBICIDB APPLICATION BQUIPMBNT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 









COMMENTS: DPX-Y6202 was the only treatment to show visible injury 
froa the post treataents. Injury was •light chloro•is at 
the lower rates and increased to total leaf chlorosis of 
the terainal leaves. It appears as though there was soae 
translocation to the new growth. Yield results did not 
show a clear trend of reducing yields with increasing 
rates. The addition of metribuzin to sethoxydim and 
fluazifop-butyl appear• to be adversely affecting yield. 
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POTATO POSTBMBRGENCB GRASS CONTROL 60 DAYS BEFORE HARVEST 
HERBICIDE RATE YIELD TOTAL 
NAME FORM lai/A 11 (lba) YIELD (lba) 
========================================================= 
CONTROL 41.75 51.48 
DPX-Y6202 B0.8 0.06 28.38 37.58 
c.o.c. l. 0" 
DPX-Y6202 E0.8 0.13 32.40 42.15 
c.o.c. l. 0" 
DPX-Y6202 80.8 0.25 36.40 45.63 
c.o.c. l. 0" 
DPX-Y6202 B0.8 0.50 29.38 39.33 
c.o.c. l. 0" 
METRIBUZIN D0.75 0.25 37.23 46.13 
DPX-Y6202 B0.8 0.13 
c.o.c. I. 0" 
MBTRIBUZIN D0.75 0.25 32.68 42.63 
DPX-Y6202 E0.8 0.25 
c.o.c. l. 0" 
MBTRIBUZIN 00.75 0.25 42.98 55.30 
BAS51702 El.67 0.10 40.35 50.55 
o.o.c. I. 0" 
BAS51702 Bl.67 0.20 40.25 49.38 
c.o.c. I. 0" 
BAS51702 81.67 0.50 35.33 45.70 
c.o.c. I. 0" 
BAS51702 El.67 0.50 30.63 39.45 
CLOPROPOSYDIM B2.0 0.03 30.80 41.98 
c.o.c. 1. 0" 
CLOPROPOSYDIM B2.0 0.10 35.08 46.23 
c.o.c. l. Oll; 
CLOPROPOSYDIM B2.0 0.20 45.75 54.23 
c.o.c. 1. Oll; 
SC-1084 B4.0 0.25 38.00 4~.90 
c.o.c. 1. 0% 
SC-1084 E4.0 0.38 32.00 41.00 
c.o.c. l.Oll; 
METRIBUZIN 00.75 0.25 30.43 39.95 
SETHOXYDIM El.5 0.20 
c.o.c. 1. 0" 
METRIBUZIN DO .'75 0.25 29.60 38.40 
FLUAZIFOP-BUTYL El.O 0.19 
c.o.c. 1. 0" 
SETHOXYDIM El.5 0.20 41.47 53.05 
c.o.c. 1. 0% 
FLUAZIFOP-BUTYL El.O 0.19 34.20 44.75 
c.o.c. 1. 0" 
L.S.D. (. 05) = 12.01 12.34 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 8.49 8.73 
COBFF. OF VARIABILITY = 23.94 19.26 
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TITLI: SWIIT COHN WilD CONTROL 
LOCATION: Coluabua 
PIBSONNIL: S.F.Goraki • G.Myera 
PLOT INFORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
Brookatoa Silty Clay Loaa, 2* O.M., pH 6.0 
Gold Cup 
C.) Date Planted: 
D.) Date Barveated: 
K.) Plot Size: 
r.) Batin• Date: 
G.) Plot Deaiga: 
May 8 
Au•u•t 1 
5 ft. by 26 ft. 
June 14 
BCB with 3 reps 
BIBBICIDI APPLICATION DATA 
A.) Date: 
B.) Type: 
C.) Soil Moisture, Surf: 

















F.) Growth Stage, Crop: Preeaergence 
18 iD. 
Weed: Preeaergence 
BIBBICIDB APPLICATION IQUIPMINT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 
Height: 18 in. 
puralaae 3-4 leaf 
pigweed 4-6 in. 
aaartweed 2-4 in. 
INCOBPOBATION BQUIPMINT: Disc double pasa set to cut 4 in. 
COMMINTS: Weed control with broaoxynil waa coaplete. There waa no 
foliar injury to the cora. All other treataeata were 




SWEET CORN WEED CONTROL 
RATE GROW. COUNT PER SQ.FT. 






CYCLOATE + R-25788 E6.0 3.0 PPI 
CYCLOATE + R-25788 E6.0 4.0 PPI 
CYCLOATE + R-25788. E6.0 5.0 PPI 
EPTC + R-33865 






LAC TO FEN 
METOLACHLOR 






E6.0 3.0 PPI 
E6.0 5.0 PPI 
E8.0 2.0 PRE 
E2.0 0.25 POST 
E8.0 2.0 PRE 
E2.0 0.38 POST 
E4.0 2.5 PRE 
E2.0 0.25 PRE 
E8.0 2.5 PRE 
E2.0 0.25 PRE 
E4.0 2.5 PRE 
E0.25 0.15 PRE 
E8.0 2.5 PRE 
E0.25 0.15 PRE 
E8.0 2.5 PRE 
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 





















































TITLE: SWEET CORN CULT1VAR TOLERANCE TO BROMINAL 
LOCATION: Columbus 
PERSONNEL: S.F.Gorski & G.Myers 
PLOT INFORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
C.) Date Planted: 
D.) Date Harvested: 
E.) Plot Size: 
f.) Hating Date: 
G.) Plot Design: 
Brookston Silty Clay Loam, 2% O.M., pH 6.0 
Various 
May 8 
5 ft. by 25 ft. 
June 26 
RCB with 3 reps 
HERBICIDE APPLICATION DATA 
A.) Date: 
B.) Type: 












F.) Growth Stuge, Crop: 12-18 in. 
Weed: 2-6 in. 













COMMENTS: This was an observation trial to obtain sweet corn cultivar 
phytotoxicity ratings. Brominal 2EC was applied at 0.375 lbf 
ui/A. Injury was in the form of leaf burn. Plants out ~rew 
the injury with no yield reductions. 
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SWEET CORN CULTIVAR TOLERANCE TO BROMINAL 
VARIETY PHYTO 
================================================= 






























































































48.XPH 2574 W 
49.XPH 2572 
50.DANDY 
51. XPH 2559 SH2 
52.SNOWBELLE 
53.CARNIVAL 











65.SUMMER SWEET BICOLOR 8502 
66.SUMMER SWEET 7200 
67.SUMMER SWEET 7600 
68.SUMMER SWEET 8601 WHITE 
69.SUMMER SWEET 7800 
70.MIRACLE 85 





















































TITLE: TOMATO POSTEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL 
LOCATION: Fre•ont 
PERSONNEL: S.F.Gorski & C.Willer 
PLOT INFORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
C.) Date Planted: 
Sandy Loa•, 3~ O.M. 
OH 7870 
May 20 
D.) Date Harvested: Septe•ber 23 
E.) Plot Size: 5 ft. by 30 ft. 
July 20 F.) Rating Date: 
G.) Plot Design: RCB with 3 reps 
HERBICIDE APPLICATION DATA 
A. ) Date: July 10 
B.) Type: Poste•ergence 
c.) Soil Moisture, Surf: Wet 
D.) Soil Teap (3in.): 
E. ) Weather 
Wind (MPH): Cal• 
Cloud Cover: Cloudy 
Air Temp: 70 
F.) Growth Stage, Crop: 5-6 leaf 
Weed: None present 
HERBICIDE APPLICATION EQUIPMENT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 
Height: 18 in. 
COMMENTS: Grass pressure was nonexistent. There was no injury to the 
to•atoes from any treat•ent. 
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HERBICIDE RATE GROWTH 
-
FRUIT WEIGHT (lbs.) 
NAME FORM #ai/A STAGE RED GREEN TOTAL 
======::=========================================================~===== 
CONTROL 159.6 90.7 250.3 
DPX-Y-6202 E0.8 0. 13 POST 177.7 75.1 252.9 
c.o.c. p l. 00 POST 
DPX-Y-6202 E0.8 0.25 POST 192.3 74.8 267.1 
c.o.c. p l. 00 POST 
METRIBUZIN D0.75 0.25 POST 186.7 90.1 276.9 
DPX-Y-6202 E0.8 0.13 POST 
c.o.c. p l. 00 POST 
METRIBUZIN D0.75 0.25 POST 185.2 81.3 266.5 
DPX-Y--6202 E0.8 0.25 POST 
c.o.c. p 1. 00 POST 
METRIBUZIN D0.75 0.25 POST 191.2 85.1 276.3 
BAS51702 E1.67 0. 1 POST l87.ti 70.9 258.5 
c.o.c. p 1. 00 POST 
BAS51702 El. 67 0.2 POST l7!L 2 83.4 262.6 
c.o.c. p 1. 00 POST 
BAS51702 E1.67 0.50 POST 17B.O 92.6 270.7 
c.o.c. p l. 00 POST 
BAS51702 El. 67 0.50 POST 170.1 84.5 254.7 
CLOPROPOSYDIM E2.0 0.05 POST 184.0 79.7 263.7 
c.o.c. p 1. 00 POST 
CLOPROPOSYDIM E2.0 0.15 POST 189.4 75.9 265.4 
c.o.c. p l. 00 POST 
CLOPROPOSYDIM E2.0 0.30 POST 196.0 74.2 270.2 
c.o.c. p 1. 00 POST 
SC-1084 E4.0 0.25 POST 173.0 81.5 254.6 
c.o.c. p l. 00 POST 
SC-1084 E4.0 o. 38 POST 193.3 93.5 286.8 
c.o.c. p 1. 00 POST 
METRIBUZIN 00.75 0.25 POST 158.1 100.9 259.1 
SETHOXYDIM El.5 0.20 POST 
c.o.c. p 1. 00 POST 
METRIBUZIN D0.75 0.25 POST 155.8 82.3 238.2 
FLUAZIFOP-BUTYL El.O 0.19 POST 
c.o.c. p 1. 00 POST 
SETHOXYDIM El.5 0.20 POST 170.5 91.3 261.8 
c.o.c. p l. 00 POST 
FLUAZ !FOP-BUTYL El. 0 0.13 POST 168.1 78.5 246.6 
c.o.c. p l. 00 POST 
FLUAZIFOP-BUTYL El.O . 156 POST 184.5 84.4 268.9 
c.o.c. p 1. 00 POST 
FLUAZIFOP-BUTYL El.O .188 POST 206.3 91.4 297.8 
c.o.c. p I. 00 POST 
FLUAZIFOP-BUTYL E4.0 0.25 POST 198.3 79.3 277.6 
c.o.c. p I. 00 POST 
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (. 05) = 30.6 25.5 35.7 
STANDARD DEVIATION 18.5 15.4 21.6 
COEFF. OF VARIABILITY 10.2 18.4 8. 1 
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TITLE: TOMATO PREEMERGENCE WEED CONTROL 
LOCATION: Freaont 
PERSONNEL: S.F.Gorski & C.Willer 
PLOT INFORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
C.) Date Planted: 
D.) Date Harvested: 
E.) Plot Size: 
F.) Rating Date: 
G.) Plot Design: 




5 ft. by 30 ft. 
June 17 
RCB with 3 reps 
HERBICIDE APPLICATION DATA 
A.) Date: 
B.) Type: 
C.) Soil Moisture, Surf: 















HERBICIDE APPLICATION EQUIPMENT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 
Height: 18 in. 
INCORPORATION EQUIPMENT: Rototiller cutting 1-2 inches 
COMMENTS: Weed pressure was light which prevented any aeaningful 
weed data fro• being obtained. Diethatyl ethyl was 
phytotoxic to to•ato seeds. Toaato seedlings did not 
eaerge in these treat•ents. Use of the activated carbon 
protection system prevented any injury froa occuring with 
chlora•ben, diphena•id and •etribuzin. 
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FORM #ai/A STAGE 
TOMATO 
COLQ PHYTOl 
FRUIT WEIGHT (lbs.) 



















D0.75 2.7 PRE 
D0.75 2.7 PRE 
W0.90 3.0 PRE 
D0.75 2.7 PRE 
D0.75 0.25 PRE 
D0.75 2.7 











DIETHATYL ETHYL E4.0 4.0 PRE 
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 

































































1 Phytotoxicity is rated on a 1-10 scale with 1 = complete plant death and 
10 = no injury. 
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TITLB: SBBDBD TOMATO TOLBRANCB TO ACIFLUORFBN 
LOCATION: Coluabua 
PBRSONNBL: S.F.Gorski & G.Myera 
PLOT INFORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
C.) Date Planted: 
D.) Date Harvested: 
B.) Plot Size: 
F.) Rating Date: 
G.) Plot Design: 




5 ft. by 25 ft. 
7-10 days after treat•ent application 
RCB with 3 reps 
BBRBICIDB APPLICATION DATA 
A.) Date: May 8 May 29 June 14 June 28 
B.) Type: PPI Post 2 Post 5 Post 8 
c.) Soil Moisture, Surf: Moderate Moist Wet Noiat 
D •) Soil Te•p (3in.): 
B.) Weather 
Wind (MPH): Cal• Cal• Cal• Cal• 
Cloud Cover: Sunny Sunny Cloudy Sunny 
Air Te•p: 70 75 70 70 
r.) Growth Stage, Crop: Pre 2 leaf 5 leaf 8 leaf 
Weed: Pre BLNS 2 lva.BLNS 4-6 lvs. 
BLNS 6-8 
COPU coty. COPU 2-4 lva. 
COPU 3-4 
RAGA 2-4 lva. 
RAGA 4-6 lva. 
in. 
in. 
BAGA 4-6 in. 
BBRBICIDB APPLICATION BQUIPMBNT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 
Height: 18 in. 
INCORPORATION BQUIPNBNT: Rototiller cutting 2 inches for naprop .. ide 
COMMENTS: Applications at the to•ato 2 leaf stage were quite inJurious. 
Aa the rate increased ao did the injury. Plants receiving 
the 0.5 lb. treat•ent were brittle and burnt. Aa the yield 
data shows they were able to outgrow this injury and 
produce acceptable yielda.Viaual evaluation at that ti•e waa 
aura not a true indication of the toaatoea ability to reapond 
to such a atreaa. Applications at the 6 leaf stage provided 
a true rate reaponse for both visual inJury and yield. 
Aa the to•ato grew it gained tolerance to acifluorfen, 
There waa little injury when applied to toaatoea in the 
8 leaf stage of growth. Weed counta were taken before each 
treataent date theae counts are reported aa the control. 
the controls were weeded after the counts were aade and 
treataents applied. 
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SEEDED TOMATO TOLERANCE TO ACIFLUORFEN 
RATE GROWTH li/4-- §.L!.L 
lai/A STAGE BLNI HAGA COPU COLQ PHYT0 1 PHYTO 
============================================~=======================~~========~= 
CONTROL 7.0 6.3 1.3 6.0 10.0 10.0 
0.063 2 LEAF STAGE 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.3 8.7 7.7 
0. 125 2 LEAF STAGE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.3 7.3 
0.25 2 LEAF STAGE 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 4.7 4.7 
0.50 2 LEAF STAGE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.3 
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 3.035 6.192 1.286 4.599 1. 718 1. 239 
STANDARD DEVIATION 1. 612 3.288 .6831 2.442 .9128 .6582 
COEFF. OF VARIABILITY = 120.9 269.0 307.4 231.4 16.76 12.74 
~ 6/26 
PHYTO PIIYTQ_ 
CONTROL 5 LEAF STAGE 5.3 0.7 o.o 0.7 10.0 10.0 
0.063 5 LEAF STAGE 0.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 7.7 8.7 
0.125 5 LEAF STAGE 0.0 0.0 0.7 5.3 7.0 7.7 
0.25 5 LEAF STAGE o.o o.o 0.0 0.7 4.7 6.3 
0.50 5 LEAF STAGE o.o o.o o.o 0.7 2.7 4.3 
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 1.203 1.069 .6263 4.339 .8086 .9279 
STANDARD DEVIATION .7018 .6236 .3651 2.529 .4714 .5409 




CONTROL 8 LEAF STAGE 5.3 2.3 4.0 8.3 10.0 10.0 
0.063 8 LEAF STAGE 2.3 0.7 3.7 0.31 10.0 10.0 
0.125 8 LEAF STAGE 5.0 2.0 2.3 0.0 9.7 10.0 
0.25 8 LEAF STAGE 7.3 1.0 1.7 2.7 8.7 10.0 
0.50 8 LEAF STAGE 3.3 2.0 0.3 0.3 7.7 9.0 
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 2.856 1.889 2.708 2.441 1. 575 . 8420 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 1. 708 1.129 1. 619 1. 460 .8366 .4472 
COEFF. OF VARIABILITY = 117.1 225.9 215.9 200.2 9.094 4.563 
1 Phytotoxicity is rated on a 1-10 scale with 10 = no effect and l = plant 
death. 
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SEEDED TOMATO TOLERANCE TO ACIFLUORFEN 
RATE GROWTH FRUIT WEIGHT (lbs. 2 
#ai/A STAGE GREEN RED TOTAL 
============================================================ 
UNWEEDED 7.33 6.73 14.07 
WEEDED 2 LEAF STAGE 14.53 43.07 57.60 
0.063 2 LEAF STAGE 21.57 37.60 59.17 
0.125 2 LEAF STAGE 20.57 44.17 64.73 
0.25 2 LEAF STAGE 23.67 42.23 65.90 
0.50 2 LEAF STAGE 39.10 24.40 63.50 
WEEDED 5 LEAF STAGE 23.43 45.87 69.30 
0.063 5 LEAF STAGE 25.90 57.80 83.70 
0.125 5 LEAF STAGE 23.33 35.07 58.40 
0.25 5 LEAF STAGE 33.20 33.20 66.40 
0.50 5 LEAF STAGE 30.70 23.47 54.17 
WEEDED 8 LEAF STAGE 31.33 44.20 75.53 
0.063 8 LEAF STAGE 19.07 41.13 60.20 
0.125 8 LEAF STAGE 19.67 38.67 58.33 
0.25 8 LEAF STAGE 19.80 35.47 59.27 
0.50 8 LEAF STAGE 21.67 34.70 56.37 
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (. 05) = 13.07 19.46 23.40 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 7.840 11.67 14.03 
COEFF. OF VARIABILITY = 34.01 32.89 23.97 
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TITLE: TRANSPLANT TOMATO TOLERANCE TO METOLACHLOR 
LOCATION: Coluabus 
PERSONNEL: S,F.Goraki & G.Myers 
PLOT INfORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
C.) Date Planted: 
D.) Date Harvested: 
E.) Plot Size: 
f.) Rating Date: 
G.) Plot Design: 




5 ft. by 25 ft. 
10 to 14 days after treat•ent application 
RCB with 3 reps 
HERBICIDE APPLICATION DATA 
A.) Date: May 23 May 30 June 6 June 
B. ) Type: Post Post 1 Post 2 Post 
c. ) Soil Moisture, Surf: Moist Moderate Dry Wet 
D. ) Soil 'l'e•p {3in.): 
E. ) Weather 
Wind (MPH): Cal• Cal• Cal• Cal• 
14 
3 
Cloud Cover: Cloudy Sunny Cloudy Cloudy 
Air Te111p: 75 75 65 65 
f.) Growth Stage, Crop: planting stressed recovered growing 
Weed: 
HERBICIDE APPLICATION EQUIPMENT 
Sprayer: C02 Backpack 
GPA: 29.2 
PSI: 30 
'f'i ps: 8002 
Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 
Height: 18 in. 
COMMENTS: This waB a phyto study only. Applications •ade during the 
planting operation had the least negative effect on the 
toRatoes. As the plants recovered fro• transplanting shock 
the amount of injury increased. Injury was in the for• of 
leaf burn, curl and plant stunting. Yields followed a 
si~ilor trend with decreasing yields as tiae after application 
increas•ad. 
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0 WEEDED CHECK 79.77 
2.0 AT TRANSPLANTING 71.07 
2.0 1 WBEK AFTBR TRANSPLANTING 69.53 
2.0 2 WEEKS AFTER TRANSPLANTING 58.97 
2.0 3 WEEKS AFTBR TRANSPLANTING 55.80 
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 16.49 
STANDARD OBVIATION = 8.762 
COEFF. OF VARIABILITY = 13.07 
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TITLE: TRANSPLANT TOMATO WRRD CONTROL 
LOCATION: Colu•bus 
PERSONNEL: S.f.Gorski & G.Myers 
PLOT INfORMATION 
A.) Soil Type: 
B.) Variety: 
Brookston Silty Clay Loa•, 2~ O.M., pH 6.0 
2653 
C.) Date Planted: May 23 
D.) Date Harvested: August 23 
B.) Plot Size: 
f.) Rating Date: 
5 ft. by 25 ft. 
.June 14 
G.) Plot Design: RCB with 3 reps 
HERBICIDE APPLICATION DATA 
A.) Date: 
B.) Type: 
C.) Soil Moisture, Surf: 














HERBICIDE APPLICATION EQUIPMENT 




Nozzle Spacing: 18 in. 







Recovered fro• transplanting 
INCORPORATION EQUIPMENT: Rototiller cutting 2 inches 
COMMENTS: Weeds were re•oved before the chlora•ben granules were 
applied. Neither treat•ent injured the to•atoes. Chlora•ben 
did not control the Galinsoga. 
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TRANSPLANT TOMATO WEED CONTROL 
Herbicide Rate Grow. Counts Per Sg.Ft. Yield 
Name Form # ai/A Stage RRPW COLg COPU HAGA BYGR ( 1 bs} 
Weedy 3.3 4.7 6.3 3.7 4.7 68.2 
Weeded 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 79.7 
Trifluralin E4.0 1.0 PPI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 93.1 
Metribuzin 00.75 0.25 PPI 
Chloramben GO.lO 3.0 Post 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 1.7 101.0 
Least Significant Diff. (. 05) = 3.0 1.5 2.5 2.3 2.4 36.2 
Standard Deviation = 1.5 0.7 1.2 1.1 1.2 18. 1 
Coeff. of Variability = 183.3 65.4 79.4 55.9 78.0 21.1 
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